


An understanding of the Whole is equally important as the understanding of 
the parts.

The concept of the whole farm organism does not stop at the fence row. 

Gravity- a force in the universe- is constantly upon us at approximately 15 
lbs / square inch. This is akin to holding a 15 lb baby on the tip of your 
index finger.  

Life/ levity - also a force in the universe- it defies gravity. It is what pulls 
matter into existence and form, against the pressure of gravity, but also in 
balance with it. 

http://natureinstitute.org/nature/index.htm

http://dennisklocek.com/articles/proof-magazine-interview-dennis-2001

http://natureinstitute.org/nature/index.htm
http://dennisklocek.com/articles/proof-magazine-interview-dennis-2001


Gravity Engaged
The inter-play between the 
Sun and the Earth, via 
photosynthesis, literally pulls 
matter into form. All life on 
Earth has its root in this 
archetypal process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discoveries like the Krebs Cycle and the myriad of physiological pathways that are connected to photosynthesis are really cool but somehow still don’t do this archetypal reality justice. They take the whole picture and chop it into little pieces. Consider the relationship between the plant world and the sun for example.  The light and warmth the sun generates drives all life on the Earth. The plant world gathers the sun and turns it into chlorophyll, and from that process literally comes a huge diversity of plant forms manifest into physical existence.  Sunlight and warmth literally pull plant forms into existence. If you watch closely the growing tips and resulting morphology of most green plants, you will see an expression of levity, defying gravity, grasping at sunlight, spiraling, enveloping—a pulling of a plant species into physical form, not a pushing out into space.Wider connections and relationships are involved in the art and science of agriculture. The workings of the macrocosm always to be seen in the unfolding of the microcosm. Archetypes. Interconnections. Life gives form to matter and in doing so can not necessarily be “seen”, “touched”, “heard” or “smelled”. Biodynamic agriculture has a focus on this living realm.
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Presentation Notes
1) A farm itself is a living organism ( individuality). It aims for self sufficiency. With in its borders it functions as a self supporting system, aiming to generate its management needs out of the living dynamics of the farm itself. 2) The farm itself is an element of its immediate ecosystem. It sits at the banks of a river and its riparian, the lowland floods, the riparian is a vital reservoir of life and diversity that feeds the health of the farm. Wet lands formed by beavers managing the flow of water from the mountains to the river- the same. Residents of the farm flowing in from beyond the fence row abound.3) The farm’s river flood plain and riparian are a direct element of the immediate drainage system of the river’s valley.The mineral fraction of the farm’s top soil has its origin in the geology of the drainage up stream. Wild life migrates both up and down stream via the corridor of the rivers riparian at the base of the drainage4) The section of the drainage supported by the river valley is an element of a larger system of valley drainages that contribute to the water drainage of a portion of the central Oregon coast range. These drain into the Willamette valley/ Willamette riverMary’s peak ( bottom center) is the highest peak in the central Oregon coast range. Predominant rain showers coming from the south are often split/ diverted by Mary’s peak, causing them to miss the farm, causing a dryer micro-climate ( 50 inches annually) then just 10 miles to up stream ( up to 150 inches annually)  5) With in the identity of the farm is the identity of the bio-region that is the Pacific Northwest. The snow covered line of volcanoes to the east hold the Pacific moisture and warmth of the predominant ocean currents engaging western Oregon creating a maritime climate that is green and lush. The farm’s drainage feeds the Willamette river valley drainage , which feeds the Columbia river drainage ( which can be identified flowing into the Pacific ocean by the plumes of sediment.6) Within the identity of the farm is the identity of the Earth herself. 7) The Earth, from which the farm is inseparable, is itself a member of a system that includes with in its system of gravity the moon.The moon has an effect on the water on earth. The water on Earth is a foundation for life on the farm. 8) The Earth and its Moon, are elements of a wider Solar System. Multiple planetary bodies interact rhythmically in their gravitational relation to the sun.View of Venus between the Earth and Sun. 9) The Sun is just one star amongst others in the Milky Way galaxy, itself connected reality as a spiral in space.  In clear night sky, just to the left of the constellation  Galaxies abound and the universe is infinite.Thus always in matter is the imprint of the infinite periphery from which it is inseparable. With in the microcosm of the Biodynamic Farm is always the identify of the wider system of which the farm is an inseparable member. 



Trade Winds
These cooling winds are created because warm air rises near the equator, flows northward 
through the upper atmosphere, and cools. Because it becomes heavier as it cools, it falls 
back to the earth’s surface at about 30 degrees latitude, where it flows back toward the 
equator to replace more rising warm air. This creates cool breezes moving from the 
northeast to the southwest along the ocean’s surface, and over the Hawaiian Islands.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you ever find yourself on a beautiful Hawaiian beach in the afternoon w/ the wind bending the palms this is what you are engaged with. James Lovelock- The Gaia hypothesis, also known as Gaia theory or Gaia principle, proposes that organisms interact with their inorganic surroundings on Earth to form a self-regulating, complex system that contributes to maintaining the conditions for life on the planet. Topics of interest include how the biosphere and the evolution of life forms affect the stability of global temperature, ocean salinity, oxygen in the atmosphere and other environmental variables that affect the habitability of Earth.The Earth herself is a living organism comprised of the sum total of her living/ decaying Natural world. She is a being in her own right from which the realities that unfold on the farm are inseparable. The Earth's rotating frame of reference, a freely moving body follows an apparent path that deviates from the one it would follow in a fixed frame of reference. Because of this Coriolis effect, falling bodies veer slightly eastward from the vertical plumb line below their point of release, and projectiles veer right in the northern hemisphere (and left in the southern) from the direction in which they are shot. The Coriolis effect is mainly observable at a meteorological scale, where it is responsible for the differing rotation direction of cyclones in the northern and southern hemispheres.Wkiipedia systems operate within an archetypal biological concept of “time” that is followed by the natural world on Earth, such as the progression of the seasons, related weather patterns, sunrise and sunset, and the rhythmic processes of growth and decay that result. A farm by nature is once removed from a wild setting, but the aim of a Biodynamic farm is to observe and utilize the principles wisely inherent to such a setting.  This biological timeframe dictates how quickly a farm can reach a level of fine-tuned efficiency and maximum productivity. The local biological networks that support a farm or garden can be intensified and accelerated to a degree, but the system itself cannot be pushed beyond its means without bringing in help in the form of imported materials. Such imported materials are temporary measures with the ultimate goal of generating the agricultural system’s ways and means internally. 



The Plant Between Sun and Earth: George Adams and Olver Whicher- Rudolf Steiner Press, London page 50 



Hurricane in Earth’s atmosphere Galaxy of celestial bodies



Von Karmon Vortices in Earth atmopshereVortices in Jupiter’s atmosphere

Influid dynamics, a Kármán vortex street is a repeating pattern of swirling 
vortices caused by the unsteady separation of flow of a fluid around blunt 
bodies. It is named after the engineer and fluid dynamicist Theodore von 
Kármán, and is responsible for such phenomena as the "singing" of suspended 
telephone or power lines, and the vibration of a car antenna at certain speeds.
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Influid dynamics, a Kármán vortex street (or a von Kármán vortex sheet) is a repeating pattern of swirling vortices caused by the unsteady separation of flow of a fluid around blunt bodies. It is named after the engineer and fluid dynamicist Theodore von Kármán,[1] and is responsible for such phenomena as the "singing" of suspended telephone or power lines, and the vibration of a car antenna at certain speeds.





http://earth.nullschool.net





“But how, indeed, does the apple get to the top of the tree in the first place? 
Is not the fact that it falls a secondary, rather than a primal phenomenon in 

the household of nature”
Olive Whicher-
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The Biodynamic Preparations (500 – 508)
500 and 501 to all producing crops annually

502-7 as base initially and then at least once every 3 years in the crop rotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biodynamic preparations are homeopathic treatments for the Earth, approaching it as a living organism and treating it as such not unlike how a naturopath would approach you or I with the use of homepathic medication.  General The ideal Biodynamic preparations are made on the farm where they are to be used. The ingredients, such as the plant materials and the animal sheaths are also produced on the farm utilizing the core principles of  the Biodynamic method in a comprehensive manner. While in all cases it may not be possible to produce all of the ingredients for the Preparations on the farm at a minimum they must be made on a Biodynamic farm.  ExperienceA definitive amount of experience making the Biodynamic preparations 500-508 needs to be demonstrated before an entity can produce them for commercial sale and distribution. ( ??? need to quantify – 2 years, 5 years ???) Safety The animal organs used need to be of food quality standard or commonly used fertilizer quality . Disinfectants are deleterious to the process.  During the production of the preparations all remaining animal residues are disposed of in a hygenic manner.  StorageBiodynamic preparations should be stored in a vessel that allows for the presence of oxygen. These vessels should be stored in an untreated wooden box surrounded by peat or some other similar insulating material. The peat should be kept moist and the condition of the stored preps should be checked periodically.  The preparations themselves need to be kept moist- not wet- and cool.  They must not freeze. The preparation 501 should be stored in a glass vessel in a sunny location. Storage of all the preparations should be placed in a location free of electromagnetic fields. PackagingThe packaging that is used to ship the Biodynamic preparations in must be fully recycle- able at a minimum. If in packaging that creates an anaerobic environment instructions that come with these preparations must indicate to remove them from such an environment and immediately place them in proper storage. �  Record keeping Careful records are kept of the entire production process so that checks can be made of the following:The origin of the organ material (abattoir, type and origin of the animal, quantities)Site where preparations are being made (sketch of site)Date of insertion in the soil and of its extraction Confirmation of the disposal of any remains. A lot code system is utilized that can track a Biodynamic preparation sold back to the above records.  



501 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Biodynamic preparations were simply given numbers 500-508. The first 2 in the sequence , preparations 500 and 501 are field sprays. Preparation 500 is made from fermented cow manure and is used as a soil based spray to support the Earth’s inherent  processes below the ground, such as the living dynamics of humus formation and the mineralization of crop nutrients. Preparation 501 is made from powdered quartz and applied as a foliar spray to support the Earth’s inherent processes above the ground, such as photosynthesis and the influence of light and warmth.  Preparations 502 to 507 are herb based compost/soil inoculants that serve to mediate between the two poles.  Preparation 508 is tea extraction of Equisetum Arvense ( Field Horse Tail) 500- Sheath- Cow horn from bovine species. Ideally from cow that resides on the Biodynamic farm where the preparations are made. If not then from a source where the origins of the cow horn is known and the quality of life the cow lives is considered ��Material Fresh cow manure from bovine species. From female lactating cow that resides on a Biodynamic farm. Processing - Manure packed into the horn so as to completely fill it with out many air pockets             Burial Between 3/4 and 1/2 meters deep (18-30").  In a spot with relatively good soil with good humus content and biological activity. The horns buried in the fall and allowed to be in the ground through the duration of the winter and unearthed the following spring. �Finished Product- Material removed from the horn must have completely transformed to a colloidal humus material.   501               Sheath Cow horn from bovine species. Ideally from cow that resides on the Biodynamic farm where the preparations are made. If not then from a source where the origins of the cow horn is known and the quality of life the cow lives is considered. Material Quartz - Silicon Dioxide, from naturally occuring source such as crystals             Processing Grind silica to a fine mealy powder and mix with water to the consistency of a very thin dough. Stuff in horn completely filling the horn             Burial Between 3/4-1/2 meter deep (18-30"). Horns buried in Spring to be in the Earth for the duration of the summer. Unearth the following Autumn.             Finished Product Stored in glass in a sunny location                       



Hand stirring



Chris Tebutt

Stirring device
Filigreen Farm



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hand stirring traditional base. Demeter also allows flow forms and stirring machines.



Biodynamic Preparations
Application of preparation 501, fine mist that settles on foliage, early in the AM. 

courtesy Benziger Family Vineyards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 501 is stirred as described prior. Nozzles used with application equipment create a fog , the goal is to allow the fog to settle down onto the foliage.



500 application, droplets applied to earth, late afternoon/ evening
In breathing. 

Biodynamic Preparations
Application of preparation 500, droplets, to earth, in afternoon /evening. . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The preparation 500 traditionally is used as a ground application, stirred in the evening and applied as droplets. The goal with application equipment is to choose a method that will throw a consistent pattern of droplets across as wide a swath of earth as possible in one pass. 



Biodynamic Compost
The fermentation is guided by the compost preparations 502- 7 and the compost 
ingredients and mixture are carefully observed  



Yarrow

In stags bladder , 
hung in light 
summer, buried in 
ground winter

Preparation 502



Preparation 503
Chamomile

In lining of cow intestine, buried over winter



Preparation 504

Stinging Nettle buried directly
In Earth for a full year. 

Stinging Nettle



Preparation 505

Oak bark placed in the brain 
cavity of cow skull and  placed 

in a slight flow of water  

Moon

Oak Bark



Preparation 506

Jupiter

Dandelion Blossoms in  cow 
mesentery/peritoneum buried
over winter 

Dandelion Blossoms



Preparation 507

Saturn

Juice of Valerian flower 



Preparation 508

Some times referred to as 
Biodynamic preparation 508. A tea 
made of field horse tail traditionally 
used to combat fungal disease. 

Equisetum Arvense



Pfeiffer Field Spray

Barrel Compost

Compost teas made from Biodynamic compost



Sources
Ideally Biodynamic preparations are made on the farm where they are 
to be used. The ingredients, such as the plant materials and the animal 
sheaths are also produced ideally on the farm utilizing the core 
principles of  the Biodynamic method in a comprehensive manner.

If you do not have experience making the preparations it is 
recommended that you learn how to produce them prior to making them 
on your own.  In the interim, or if you choose not to make the 
preparations, they are available from approved companies that 
distribute the preparations nationally or through established regional 
preparation making groups.  The Biodynamic community has many 
farmers who have extensive experience making and utilizing the 
preparations and are eager to share that knowledge.  Please contact 
the Demeter office for a list of resources and companies approved to 
commercially distribute the Biodynamic preparations.



Storage- must be checked at farm visit
Biodynamic preparations should be stored 
in a vessel that allows for the presence of 
oxygen. These vessels should be stored in 
a vessel made of natural material 
surrounded by peat or some other similar 
insulating material. The condition of the 
stored preps should be checked regularly.   
The preparation 501 should be stored in a 
vessel (such as a glass jar or horn) in a 
sunny location. Storage of all the 
preparations should be placed in a location 
free of electromagnetic fields ( such as 
measured by a Gauss meter).



Safety
If preparations are made on the farm 
careful records are kept of the entire 
production process so that checks can be 
made of the following:
- The origin of the organ material (abattoir, 
type and origin of the animal, quantities)
- Site where preparations are being made 
(sketch of site)
- Date of insertion in the soil and of its 
extraction
-Record of disposal of any remains.
- Records will be checked as part of 
regular Demeter inspection.
- Animals organs used need to be of 
appropriate quality. 
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